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20–30 August 2013

The APNIC 36 Conference is a two-week program, which consists of a workshop week 
and  conference week. It will be held from 20–30 August 2013 at the Westin Xi’an Hotel.

conference.apnic.net/36

Why attend the APNIC 36 Conference? 

	Learn first-hand about the latest developments 
in Internet networking trends from the shared 
insights and practical experiences of regional 
and international experts
	Directly contribute to discussions on Internet 

resource distribution and management policies
	Participate in hands-on training sessions and 

intensive workshops to expand your knowledge 
and skills for key deployments such as IPv6
	Attend networking events to exchange ideas and 

expand your contact base

Register now!

Registration is free for the Conference week for 
up to four attendees of both an APNIC and NIR 
Member. The Workshop week and closing dinner 
will still be charged as normal.

Training

APNIC Conferences feature a workshop week from 
20–24 August and provide the region’s operators 
with the fundamental knowledge required to build 
and manage their networks.

The APNIC 36 Workshop week will include: 
	BGP (Border Gateway Protocol) 
	Network Security and DNSSEC 
	IPv6

The APNIC Training team will also deliver tutorial 
sessions catering to all levels of experience during 
the conference week. For example: 
	Internet Routing Registry (IRR) 
	Network Management 
	ISP/IXP Network Design

Program Highlights

Get real-world and best-practice information 
on current networking and deployment issues. 

	Hear Internet experts address key deployment 
issues such as cellular mobile growth which is 
currently affecting the industry. Attend the IPv6 
for Decision makers session, the IPv6 plenary, 
and the APIPv6 Task Force 
	Have your say in how Internet resources are 

managed at the Policy Special Interest Group 
(SIG). Anyone can submit a proposal and join the 
discussion - conference.apnic.net/36/policy 
	Share your experiences with other network 

operators in the Asia Pacific Operators (APOPS) 
forum. This forum showcases a wide range of 
specialized technical content and case studies

Sponsor an APNIC Conference
Be part of a highly specialized forum in the global 
technical community.

As an APNIC Conference sponsor, your 
organization is linked to a respected organization 
within the Internet technology industry.

Sponsoring an APNIC Conference provides you 
with an opportunity to directly support the growth 
of the Internet.

conference.apnic.net/36/sponsorship
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